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Regulations and guidelines are 
there to enable, not to inhibit
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• We have a very good media self-regulation system

• Anyone who believes that there has been a breach 

of good professional practice by the press, radio or 

television may bring this to the attention of the 

Council for Mass Media (CMM)

• Most of the Finnish media - including Yle - has 

signed the Council’s Basic Agreement, under which 

the Council can directly handle any complaints that 
concern them.



• Complaints need not concern the complainant 
directly, but cannot in certain cases proceed 
without the consent of an injured party.

• Press, TV, radio, internet – platform free
• Free of charge
•



• If the CMM establishes that good 
professional practice has been 
breached, it issues a notice which 
the party in violation must publish 
within a short space of time.



Guidelines for Journalists

• Professional status

• Obtaining and publishing information

• Rights of interviewer and interviewee

• Corrections and Right of Reply

• Privacy and public interest



• Ethical Guidelines for the Production of Programmes
and Content

•



Head of Journalistic Standards and 

Ethics

• helps our journalists to maintain such 

high ethical standards that breaches of 

good professional practice do not 

occur; and if they do occur, they do not 

do so without justification. 

• helps (in an advisory role) responsible 

editors to defend freedom of speech 
and Yle s basic values



Head of Journalistic Standards and 
Ethics
• helps journalists answer questions if viewers are 

dissatisfied with content in relation to journalistic 

ethics

• trains journalists 

• takes part in public discussions of journalistic ethics 

• helps responsible editors and journalists make sure 

that they follow the law, ethical guidelines and other 

company policies in the production and 
publication/broadcast of Yle content.



Attacks on Yle
journalists



Human beings have always been 

good and bad

• internet and social media present new 

opportunities for us to express our essential 

natures

• journalists too have embraced social media

• out there, there's a lot of good - but also a 

lot of bad

• one expression of the bad is hate speech



• There is no universal definition of hate 
speech 

• The concept is still widely disputed -
especially with regard to its relationship 
to freedom of opinion and expression, 
non-discrimination and equality

• Can be understood as offensive 
discourse targeting a group or an 
individual based on who they are –in 
terms of race, religion, gender, other 
identity factor



• Journalists can be the target

• We must accept fact-based and justified 

feedback

• We do not have to accept feedback which 

is too personal, threatens our lives or well-

being, or is offensive in the wrong way

• The aim of some of those using hate 

speech will be self censorship – limitation 

of our freedom of speech



from Finland

• Ilmari Hiltunen has extensively studied external 

harassment of journalists 

• He will defend his doctoral thesis at the end of 

this month



• In 2019 Hiltunen conducted an extensive 

survey of Yle staff

• Incidents of insults and hate speech were up

• More than half of journalists / content 

providers had been the target of hate speech

• Hate speech was regularly experienced by 

21% of respondents - up from 17% in the 

previous survey
• https://yle.fi/aihe/artikkeli/2019/12/18/vihapuheen-maara-ylen-journalisteja-

kohtaan-on-lisaantynyt

https://yle.fi/aihe/artikkeli/2019/12/18/vihapuheen-maara-ylen-journalisteja-kohtaan-on-lisaantynyt
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• Viha ja julkisuus, a joint study conducted by the 

universities of Tampere and Helsinki is currently 

being completed

• the study targets researchers, municipal 

councillors, journalists, and other workers

• The study considers hate and harassment from 

both sociological and legal perspectives

• Key finding: 22 percent of journalists experience 

hate and harassment on a monthly basis and 8 

percent on a weekly basis.

• So there is Hate Speech in Finland, and it easily 

leads to self-censorship. Freedom of Speech is 

narrowing.
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https://www.jokes-saatio.fi/journalistien-tukirahasto/
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Good journalism
• Do your own job as well as you can
• Once the story is published, it s out there




